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To all whom. ¿t may concern:

means of which the burner-head I is connect

Beit known that I, CARL RICHARD NYBERG,
a citizen of Sweden, residing at Stockholm,

ed to the pipe D.

'

-

The burner consists, preferably, of four
Sweden,have invented certain new and useful pipes, only two of which, F and F', are seen 55
- 5 Improvements in Hydrocarbon-Burners; and in Fig. l, the other two being just behind F
I do declare the following to be a full, clear, and F' and of the same diameter and curva
and exact description of the invention, such ture.
as will enable others skilled in the art to which
The pipes F F' and G Cr' constitute two sep
it appertains to make and use the same, ref arate and continuous pipes with uniform cur- 6o
io erence being had to the accompanying draw vatures in their upper extremities and which
ings, and to the letters of reference marked are inclosed in the channels M' M2 in a cap

thereon, which form a part of this specifica lli. The said channels are rounded to con
tion.
form to the rounded form of the pipes. The
This invention relates to improvements in oblong broken lines shownin Fig. 3 repre- 65
15 hydrocarbon-burners for soldering lamps, sent the upper rounded ends of said pipes.
stoves, duc., and upon which application for The cap M has a series of projections J', which
Letters Patent is 'now pending in Great clamp over the upper flaring edge of a iiame
Britain.
con?iner or ring N, and the said cap is thus
The object of the invention is to provide held rigidly in position, as shown in the draw- 7o
2o means for obviating the inconvenience com ings. This ring N incloses the upper portion
mon to burners as heretofore constructed-v of the pipes and has an inwardly-projecting
viz., that the pipe or pipes surrounding the lower edge, which extends in to the pipes and
flame and in which the hydrocarbon is vola to which said pipes are soldered. The heat
tilized can only with great difficulty be cleaned is directed downwardly along the pipes and is 75
25 inside-the result of which is that the burn
ers are generally used as long as possible
without being cleaned and are then replaced
by new ones. This cleaning consists in re
moving the soot or black which is always de

spread over a considerable length of said

pipes, which prevents a superheating of the
gas. It will be Aunderstood the pairs 0f pipes
are not connected together, but each consists
of a separate and distinct pipe bent to form 8o

3o posited inside the pipe when it is highly two vertical parallel parts. The independent
heated, and hydrocarbon oil passes through and disconnected features of the pipes are im
it at the same time. By arranging a series portant,as thereby the efficiency of the burner
of curved pipes `in parallel positions inde may be regulated by the number of pipes that
pendent of each other and disconnected save may be placed parallel to each other; and, 85
3 5 with the burner-head they maybe readily de further, any one or more of -said pipes may be
tached for cleaning;
detached for- cleaning without removing oth
In a detailed description of the invention ers. The pipes thus arranged constitute sep
reference is made to the accompanying draw arate canals that enter the burner-head I.
4o

ings.
The said burner-head is connected to the feed- 9o
Figure l’is a vertical section of an oil-stove pipe D by a screw-threaded engagement.. The

having my improvements thereon. Fig. 2 is burner-head is, moreover, provided with two
an elevation of the burner, showing the pipes separate chambers I' I2, of which the former,

mounted in parallel positions. Fig. 3 is a I', communicates directly with the pipe D on
plan view of the burner shown in Fig. 1.
one side, and F and its companion pipe F' 95

45

A designates an oil tank or reservoir, which communicate with the upper ends of said

is provided with the usual opening B for iill

chambers I' I2, and the two adjacent pipes G
ing it, an air-pump C, and safety-valve. and G' also communicate with the- said cham

From the tank there projects upwardly a pipe
D, fixed to the same and extending almost
5o down to its bottom. This pipe is provided at
its upper end with a connecting-nut E, by

bers.

Chamber I2 also has communicating

with it a nozzle I3 of the burner.

The cham- Ico

ber I2 is provided with an aperture, which is
normally closed by means of a plug I4. The

/
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nozzle I3 is located centrally with relation to pipes. The standards O are adapted to sup
the four pipes and the ring N. Beneath the port cooking` utensils or the like.
burner there is a bowl K, used for lighting.
Ilaving i'ully described my invention, I
It is evident- that the number of the pipes claim
may vary for burners of different size and
In a hydrocarbon-burner, the combination 35
length. Thus, for example, from chamber with a tank, and a pipe D extending from
I' only one pipe or three or more pipes may said tank, of a burner-head I having two
project,under which arrangement a like num
ber of pipes will connect with chamber I2 and
the connection between each pair of pipes at
the outer ends is the same.
It will be observed that the construction oi’
the burner-head I, as shown, is essential for

separate and non-communicating chambers
I' and I2, with the former of which the pipe
D communicates, a series of pipes each one
of which consists of a continuous tube having
its upper end curved, and one arranged par

allel with the other, and having separate and
the purpose of providing severalindependent independent communication with the cham
channels between the two chambers.

bers l" and I2, a cap M provided with a series 45

\Vhen using the burner, the hydrocarbon of channels M' and M:2 that inclose the round
oil will by the pressure in the tank be forced

ed ends of the pipes, and a flame-coniining

up through the pipe D and into chamber I',
and thence part of it continues through pipe
F and adjacent pipe and the other part
through pipe F’ and the pipe adjacent to it

ring` N surrounding the said pipes, and to
which said cap M is attached, the said ring
having its lower end projected inwardly and 50

in order to enter the chamber I72 and pass
thence to the nozzle I3, at which it is ignited.
The llame from the nozzle passes through the

tially as shown and described.

ring,as well as the pipes,is heated suiliciently

CARL P. GERELL,

secured to the pipes; and a {lame-jet I3 com~

municating with the chamber I2, substan

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
ring N and receives the requisite supply of in presence of two witnesses.
air, partly at the lower end of the ring` N and
CARL RICHARD NYBERG.
partly through the openings N' in the ring.
During its passage through the ring the said
lV i tnesses:
30 to volatilize the hydrocarbon contained in said

GEORG PANDE.

